IRREGULAR DAYS

DIRECTIONS: Choose the correctly-spelled word to fill in each blank. Write it on the line.

1. Harry rolled two (sixs\sixes).
2. The frog many many (splashes\splashes) in the puddle.
3. I study (speechs\speeches) for a living.
4. There were three (crossis\crosses) on the hill.
5. Did you wash the (dishes\dishs)?
6. Many owns many (dressis\dresses).
7. I sometimes pluck my (eyelashs\eyelashes).
8. Did you see those (flashs\flashes) in the sky?
9. There are (foxs\foxes) in the forest.
10. In chemistry we are studying (gasis\gases).
11. You ought to have two pair of (glassis\glasses).
12. The girls each made (wishes\wishes).